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New Concept Drywall Products 

 

PERMA PATCH 
 

DESCRIPTION  

(Speed, 

Perfection and 

Longevity) 

 

Patented PVC fiber composite material patch that is 8 x 8”, .014” thick and comes in 

retail 2-pack case of 50 packs which weights 8.6.  Perma-Patch is also packaged in 

10 per bag 10 bags per box that weigh 5.3 pounds and 10 per bag 50 bags per box 

that weight 26.5.  A case of 500 bulk weighs 26.5.   

Perma-Patch is a drywall patch used for receptacle relocation, doorknob repair, 

furniture moving damage, ceiling light relocation and can light repair. 

Standard design patterns are imprinted on Perma-Patch for easy use. 

Perma-Patch makes repairs strong, fast and easy.  Same high-tech composite 

material as Strait-Flex. 

.  

ADVANTAGES 

 
 Quickly repairs door knob damage to drywall 

 PVC fiber composite material is strong and will not soften or sag 

 Material is imprinted with designs of receptacle/ceiling/can light for easy 

adjustments 

 Makes receptacle, ceiling and can light relocation easy. 

 Material is not affected by water and damp conditions 

 Perma-Patch will not fuzz-up during sanding like competitive fiber glass-

metal patches 

 Waterproof, rustproof 
WARRANTY Strait-Flex products are backed by a lifetime warranty. When applied to a sound structure, 

built on a permanent foundation using recommended application techniques, we warrant that 

these products will not edge-crack for the lifetime of the structure. Contact Strait-Flex 

International Inc for complete details. 

DIRECTIONS 

 
 Prepare surface by cleaning and lightly sanding area around receptacle.   

 Apply ¼” of quick set or drywall compound directly to back of Perma Patch.   

 Flip over patch and position Perma Patch over center of repair and wipe 

down flat to wall using joint knife. 

  Immediately skim coat edges of patch and let dry.  Compound that remains 

on back side of Perma Patch in damaged or mis-cut areas makes Perma Patch 

very rigid.   

 Apply second coat.  Let dry and sand.  Perma Patch will not fuzz up during 

sanding.  One Perma Patch repairs holes up to six inches in diameter. 

STORAGE Store in dry place protected from moisture 
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